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Abstract

Summary: This note presents the design of a scalable software package named ImagePy for analy-

sing biological images. Our contribution is concentrated on facilitating extensibility and interoper-

ability of the software through decoupling the data model from the user interface. Especially with

assistance from the Python ecosystem, this software framework makes modern computer algo-

rithms easier to be applied in bioimage analysis.

Availability and implementation: ImagePy is free and open source software, with documentation

and code available at https://github.com/Image-Py/imagepy under the BSD license. It has been

tested on the Windows, Mac and Linux operating systems.

Contact: yxdragon@imagepy.org or wzjdlut@dlut.edu.cn

1 Introduction

Images with unprecedented resolution and complexity appear in

modern biological research (Legland, 2016; Meijering, 2016).

Analysis software for those images has thus received special atten-

tion. Basically, biologists can take advantage of such software to

gain deeper insight into biological structures and processes

(Murphy, 2014; Schneider, 2012). However, biologists normally

lack programming skills, whereas computer experts usually lack

background information about biology (Tomancak and Cardona,

2012). As a result, it is difficult to apply novel algorithms designed

by computer scientists to biological research. Therefore, it is a chal-

lenge to develop user-friendly, interoperable and extensible software

to bridge the gap between computer science and biological research.

Open-source software has achieved worldwide fame to overcome

this challenge because of its transparency, extensibility and interoper-

ability (Tomancak and Cardona, 2012). The advantages can help sci-

entists easily understand and improve the algorithms to meet

personalized needs. As the most popular image-analysis tool, ImageJ

uses those advantages to not only provide robust software but also

establish a valuable paradigm (Rueden, 2017; Schneider, 2012).

Its plugin framework, macro language and community-driven devel-

opment have helped both developers and end users. In particular, the

new generation of ImageJ has recently advanced many features such

as the decoupled data model and redesigned plugins mechanism

(Rueden, 2017). However, partly due to the Java-based core, these

improvements do not fully guarantee the bridge between biologists

and computer-vision experts. There are still obstacles to incorporating

some novel algorithms and excellent frameworks such as scikit-image

and OpenCV into ImageJ (Rueden, 2017).

Here, we develop a bioimage analysis software package based on

Python because Python, a very high-level language, represents a shal-

lower learning curve for biologists and holds richer third-part extensions

designed by computer scientists (Pérez, 2011). The software particularly

references the architecture of ImageJ (Rueden, 2017; Schneider, 2012)

and emphasizes high extensibility and interoperability.

2 Materials and methods

The plugin philosophy is one of the key reasons for the success of

ImageJ (Rueden, 2017). ImagePy also adopts this merit in building its
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architecture, which mainly consists of the management, interaction and

window layers (Fig. 1A). To ensure better interoperability, ImagePy ba-

sically manipulates the image data by using Numpy, which is the de

facto standard for scientific computing in Python (Millman and

Aivazis, 2011; Wart, 2011). The basic user interface (UI) is, to some de-

gree, like that of ImageJ and implemented by using wxPython, which is

a cross-platform UI toolkit for the Python language.

The management layer is the key and fundamental part in shap-

ing the framework of ImagePy. All plugins, tools and windows are

globally organized under this layer (Fig. 1A). The plugin manager

takes charge of the basic engines and their sub-classes, such as Filter

and Macro, the tool manager undertakes the arrangement of the

tools and the window manager dispatches order and information to

the active windows, such as closing and opening. The engine of the

loader maps the components both from plugin manager and tool

manager as the menubar and toolbar of the main panel (Fig. 1A and

B), respectively. Following the manager layer, the interaction layer

combines the commands of operation, dialogue and organization

into the run function, which then generates the data for the display

layer. This layer consists of the canvas element, data element, plot-

ting element, etc. If necessary, the interaction layer can obtain feed-

back from the canvas element. This feedback actually helps perform

the interaction between the mouse and the window layer. Overall,

this framework separates the data model from the UI and thus

improves the extensibility for different levels of ImagePy.

3 Results

Based on the framework, the major features of ImagePy are defined,

including the basic UI, mathematical operations, filters, pixel

statistics, characteristic extraction, 3D reconstruction and other func-

tions. Actually, we offer two types of UIs for selection (Fig. 1B–C).

The classical one is for users who are familiar with ImageJ. The

other one is designed based on the advance user interface (AUI),

which is customized via widgets plugin for users who prefer a more

interactive display. The framework basically displays images with a

maximum of four dimensions, but it can manipulate image data

with more than four dimensions. ImagePy takes advantage of the

Python dictionary to record the macro commands, which are just

log messages that include a series of operations and parameters used

by customer. The framework provides a user-friendly interface to

accomplish the recording process (Fig. 1C). More importantly, the

command codes are intrinsically decoupled from the UI and then

conveniently developed as a plugin. This design benefits the extensi-

bility of ImagePy.

4 Discussion

ImagePy is an open-source, Python-based, platform-independent

software package for bioimage analysis. Inheriting from Python

(Pérez, 2011), ImagePy is also particularly adept at interoperating

with multiple languages and especially good for programming with

a syntax that is approachable for biological scientists who are not

professional programmers. Moreover, ImagePy decouples the data

model from its UI and establishes a plugin framework together with

easy-to-use macro commands. Intrinsically and conveniently,

ImagePy can easily incorporate functions from existing libraries of

the Python ecosystem, such as SciPy(Van Der Walt, 2011), scikit-

image(Van Der Walt, 2014), OpenCV(Kaehler and Bradski, 2017)

and Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007). Those achievements substantially

promote the ability of extending and developing new plugins based

on existing ones. Given the importance of data exploration and ma-

chine learning capabilities for biologists and data scientists (Dao,

2016), we will push forward with integrating those aspects into

ImagePy. Therefore, ImagePy is not only an image-processing pro-

gram but also a highly scalable framework. Our contribution can

promise biologists and computer experts a seamless connection that

makes modern computer algorithms available to analyse complex

images both for biological and medical fields.
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